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--------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT----------------------------------------------------------- 

This paper is aimed at providing a simple model for determination of critical loads, for simple sway frames. It 

is a mathematical model, which is derived systematically from a simplified elastic linear analysis, combined 

with moment equilibrium at the base of frame at the onset of a mechanism. The deflection due to direct axial 

compression and the deflection due to shear deformation are neglected to obtain the overall stiffness. Results 

obtained from the proposed model are striking. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The determination of the critical loads for sway frames is associated with complicated mathematics. 

Thus, engineers have tended to develop simplified methods and models for the calculation of critical loads. 

Indeed, the various design manuals are replete with approximate formulae for determination of critical loads. 

The investigation of approximate or simplified models for critical loads has received revived attention in the 

works of Stevens1, Horne2, Anderson3, Wood4, Goldberg5, Orumu6, and Hoenderkamp7, among several others. 

The basic approach in these solutions is common. It consists in the assumption of a mechanism at the feet of 

the frame (Fig.1). 
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           Fig. 1(a) Sway Frame before Critical State                        Fig. 1 (b) Sway Frame at Critical State 

 

Where n =  j =  

 

The restoring force from sides sway is then determined from the equation of limiting equilibrium about the 

feet. 

QL - P B = KL B 

Therefore, 

 

  B  

At critical stability condition (instability), P reaches its value Pcr as displacement B becomes infinitely large. 

In order words, the denominator, in the limit, becomes zero. 

Thus: 
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 KL – Pcr = 0 

 Pcr = KL   1 

 

The major difference in the approaches of various researchers consists in the determination of 

the frame structural stiffness k. In this regard, Stevens3 and Horne8 have applied the rigorous linear 

elastic analysis, which again involves computer application, repeatable for each solution. On the other 

hand, Bolton9 has determined the critical load for frames working from the tabulated no-shear stability 

functions based on the works of Livesley and Chandler10. However, for reasons of their complexity, 

simple formulae that can be applied to any given frame could not be arrived at. 

 

The author of this paper has derived the stiffness K from a simplified linear elastic analysis 

akin to the approaches by Stevens and Horne. However, the proposed simplified method enables the 

stiffness K to be obtained algebraically as a function of the relative stiffness of columns and beams. 

   

II. THE PROPOSED APPROXIMATE ELASTIC MODEL 
The adopted approach is to determine the sway B due to a unit horizontal load Q. The stiffness 

K is the reciprocal of B for the unit horizontal load. For simplification, the effect of shear deformation 

and direct axial compression are neglected. These deflections constitute on the average, about 10% of 

the total deflections11. With this assumption, the element slope deflection equation reduces to: 

MAB = k[4 A+2 B]    (2) 

MBA = k[2 A+ B]    (3) 

The equilibrium of the frame in structure co-ordinates can be written as: 

{P} = {Ks} {δ}    (4) 

Where 

{Ks} = structure stiffness matrix; {P} = load vector and {δ} = displacement vector. 

For a unit lateral load (Q = 1) applied at joint B (Fig. 1b) the proposed simplifies elastic linear analysis to be 

described subsequently yields 

B  

Where  

L = height of frame, K1 = stiffness of column 1 and  is a dimensionless parameter which depends on relative 

beam to column stiffness ratios in the frame. 

 

2.1 The Algebraic Approach 

 

2.1.1 Frame with Rigid Supports 

Consider the frame with relative stiffness n and j as defined in Fig. 1 Let dm and Pm represent 

global (master) freedoms and corresponding forces while ds and Ps represent local member (slave) 

freedoms and corresponding forces. If member forces and freedoms are related through member stiffness 

Ks as follows: 

Ps = Ksds 

The member freedoms are related to the master freedoms for compatibility through the transformation matrix 

T as follows 3 

Ds =Tdm 

Then using the principle of contragradient transformation. 

Pm = TTKsTdm 

Thus, the structure stiffness becomes 

K = TTKsT 

The moment equilibrium equation (4) can be solved using the following procedure 

Step 1: Find moments in elements axes: Ps = Ksds 
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Step 2: Determine the global degree of freedom DOF 

dm = [ B, B, C]T 

 

Step 3: Set up the system compatibility equation: 

dm = Tdm 

 
 
 

 

The global stiffness matrix (K = TTKST) after some matrix manipulation, becomes 

 

Where n and j are relative stiffness defined at Fig.1b. 

Step 4: Establish the overall equilibrium matrix for the frame using (1, 0, 0)T as load vector. 

 

Step 5: Determine B by any appropriate method of solution of simultaneous equations. Using method of the 

elimination, B has the expression. 

 

 =   2(1+j) –   
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B=             5 

Where ϔ denotes the expression in expression in figure bracket Global frame stiffness equals. 

K=  ϔ    6 

back substituting eqn. 1 the critical load is determined from  

Pcr =  ϔ 

Pcr =  ϔ    7 

Where n2 PE = Cripping load of the column 

Now define a load factor λcrs, such that  

Pcr=  λcrs (PB + PC) 

Pcr = PB (1 + ά)λcrs 

Where ά represents the ratio PC/PB 

Then from eqn. 7 

λcrs =    8 

 

2.1.2 Frames with Pinned Supports 

If sway frame is pinned at the base, the simplified elastic linear analysis yields the following 

expression for ϔ 

 ϔ = 4n + 3j + 4nj –          9 

For symmetrical frame 

If  j = 1 

 ϔ = 8n + 3 -                    10 

λcrs is determined from equation 8 by substitution of relevant expression for ϔ 

 

2.2 Determination of Effective Length 

The effective length of the entire frame can be obtained from the known expression. 

 Leff = L   

Where Pcr is the critical load obtained. 

 

2.3 Modification of model 

 

2.3.1 Portal frame with fixed base 

The value of ϔ from the application for frames rigidly fixed at base varies from 1 to 4 for 

KB/KC ratio of 0 to ∞ respectively. The expected value of λcr for this range is 0.25 to 1. This is 

equivalent to the range    to which means the critical load factor earlier obtained for every 

KB/KC needs to be multiplied by the ratio of 0.25 and further multiplied by the amplification factor famp 

which was derived based on the maximum deflection for KB/KC=0 which is the case of a cantilever.  

famp=   11 

The modified model becomes  

λcrs = x1.214876 famp      

λcrs = famp   12 
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2.3.2 Portal frame with pinned base 

The value of ϔ from the application for frames pinned at base varies from 0 to 1 for KB/KC 

ratio of 0 to ∞ respectively. The expected value of λcr for this range is 0 to 0.25, which means the 

critical load factor earlier obtained for every KB/KC needs to be multiplied by the ratio of 0.25 and 

further multiplied by the amplification factor famp which was derived based on the maximum deflection 

for KB/KC=0 which is the case of a cantilever.  

famp=       13 

The modified model becomes 

λcrs = x1.214876 famp       

λcrs = famp                          14 

 

III. APPLICATION 1 
Find the critical load factor and effective length for various values of n (KB/KC) for the frame 

shown in fig. 1a, where j = 1, if the frame is fixed at base and if the frame is pinned at base.  

Solution: 

Substituting various value of n for j=1, the results are shown in table 3 and table 4 below will be obtained 

 

Table 3: Values of elastic critical load factor (λcr) for Sway Frame with fixed feet. 
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Table 4: Values of elastic critical load factor (λcr) for Sway Frame with pinned feet 
 

 

3.1 Application 2 

Find the critical load factor and effective length for various values of n (KB/KC) for the frame 

shown in fig. 2, for unsymmetrical portal frame i.e  j = 0 to ∞, if the frame is fixed at base. 

 

Solution: 

Substituting various value of n for j=n, the results are shown in table 5 and table 6 below will be obtained 

 
 

Table 5: Values of elastic critical load factor (λcr) for Sway Frame with fixed feet. Unsymetrical j=n 
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Table 6: Values of elastic critical load factor (λcr) for Sway Frame with fixed feet. Unsymetrical j≠n 

 

 
 

IV. DISCUSSION 
The results from the worked examples demonstrate the simplicity and accuracy of the proposed 

mathematical models for simple sway frames. The solutions from Horne and Merchant (2) using the 

rigorous matrix computer analysis using stability functions are tabulated and used as accurate baseline 

values for comparison with the critical load and modified critical load factors. The effective lengths for 

each case are also presented. Tables 3,4,5 and 6 show that the results are very reliable when compared. 

A rather controversial problem is discussed below For a particular case where the beam is 10I, a stocky 

column is 10I and a slender column of the sway frame is I, four buckling loads are predicted by the 

model viz.  

From table 6 for  

                 10I 

  n=1,   j=10  λcr modified=1.065          

  n=10, j=0.10 λcr modified=0.59                                  10I 

  n=1,   j=0.10 λcr modified=0.57 

  n=10, j=10  λcr modified=3.98    

 

The two of these critical load factors to be given attention to are the once with integers and not fraction for j i.e 

  n=1,   j=10  λcr modified=1.065 

  n=10, j=10  λcr modified=3.98 

 

Wood10 had obtained a value of λcr =4.3 and several discussants of his paper had argued that this value 

cannot be possibly the critical load and claimed that the computer program may have skipped the 

fundamental critical load which according to the discussants should be around the critical load factor of the 

slender column which for the KB/KC ratio of 10 is in the region of λcr =0.98 or slightly above because of the 

support it will receive from the stocky column. The results obtained in the method herein discussed have 

validated their arguments. The critical loads Pcr =1.065PE and Pcr =3.98PE appear to be the first and second 

mode buckling loads of the special frame. The frame will have failed before hitting Pcr =3.98PE speaking 

from Engineering point of view. Therefore the critical load is Pcr =1.065PE. 

 

In deriving the analytical models, deformations due to axial and shear stress resultants have been 

ignored. As practice has shown, these components contribute for less than 10 percent of the total stresses in 

the systems stability response. This, perhaps, also explains the minor disparity between the results from the 

proposed models and those obtained from the rigorous analytical efforts of Horne and Merchant. 
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CONCLUSION 
The proposed analytical models offer a simplified hand of solution to sway stability problems of 

building frames. Its success is justified by close reproduction of existing solutions of rigorous methods. Its 

application will have tremendous impact on reducing cost of computing and increasing scope of solvable 

problems on sway stability of frames, while opening a greater scope for studies in this rather complex area of 

structural analysis and design. 
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